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ABSTRACT

Research has shown thaL the performance of deaf children on memory

tasks is usually inferior to that of hearing children. This deficienry

is usually attributed to limitations in symbolic behavior in the deaf.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that training deaf ådolescents to

actively rehearse increases their memorv performance. The present ex-

periment studied the effecLs of a repetitive naming rehearsal strategv

on the memory performance of manually trained deaf chitdren. In addi-

tion, the generalization of rehearsal behavior to new test ite.rns was

assessed both immediately fol-lowing training and after a ten day delay.

An attempt to facilitate generalization using the method of training suf-

ficient exemplars was included b1z training one-haIf the sub-iects in each

rehearsal condition on four tists of pictures, r+hile training t-he remain-

ing subjects on only one l-ist.

Sixteen younger (mean age = 7 years,6 months) and sixteen older
/-^-- --^ - r. -(mean âÇ€ = rl years. 9 nonths) deaf chitdren served as subiects in a po-

sition probe recal-l- task using J-ists of familiar pictures. In the first

training session, suÉjects \^¡ere randomly divided into rehearsal and no

rehearsar conditions. Rehearsal subjects were told to siqn the name of

the picture and to continue signing until the next picture vras Dresented.

The rehearsal subjects were al-so promr¡ted to rehearse in this nanner

during the picture probe task. rn the first Þhase of session 2, one-harf

the subjects in each rehearsal condition received further traininq trial-s

on List I (single list training) and the other sul¡iects received. the
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same number of training trials on three new lists (multilist-training).

The second. phase of session 2 consisted of "., in*raiate generalization

test; a ne\,{ set of pictures was presented hrithout rehearsal instructions

or prompting. The third session, given t0 days later, provided a delayed

generalization test.

With respect to recal1 performance, analyses revealed that the re-

hearsal subjects performed significantly better than the no rehearsal

subjects during rehearsal- training. Furtherrftore, on both the immediate

and delayed generalization tests, rehearsal subjects continued to _perform

at a higher level than control subjects. Serial position analyses in-

dicated that the rehearsal- strategy v¡as effective in enhancing recalI per-

formance at all positions. This indicates that repetitive naming rehearsal

improved both short and long-term storage.

Six of the eight younger subjects and four of the eight older sub-

jects maintained their repetitive naming behavior in both the immediate

and delayed general-ization tests, while the tr.¡o remaining younger sub-

jects and three additional older subjects nalned the pictures when they

!^/ere presented but not during the interitem interval. None of the no

rehearsal children repetitively named the pictures and only one younger

and two older no rehearsal subjects named the items. The number of

training lists had no effect on accuracy of recall- or the amount of

generalized rehearsal.

It is evident that sign J-anguage rehearsal traininq not only in-

creases memory performance in manually trained deaf children, but that

such behavior can become generalized over time, and to ner.r test iterqs.
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INTRODUCTION

Rehearsal is one tvpe of mnemonic strateg.v that has been found to

increase memory retention in children and adolescents (Belmont, Karchmer

& Pilkonis, 1976¡ Keeney, Cannízzo & FJ-aveII, L967¡ Kingsley & Hagen,

1969¡ Kurtz & Hovland, 1953). Rehearsal can range from simply nroducing

a verbal label for a stimulus item, either overtly or covertlr/, to cumu-

l-ative rehearsal. Ttre label-linq of items is often referred to as 'na-

ming', and this .orocedure can also be extended to continuous or 'reneti-

tive namingr (A1lik & SiegeJ-, 1976) . Cumulative rehearsal refers to the

continuous. additive repetition of all items to be learned.

According to Weist and Crawford (l-9'77), rehearsal- appears to have

two functions which are adaptive under different memory conditions.

These functions have been call-ed rmaintenancer and trecodingt. Reneti-

tion of item names maintains them in short-term storage, while rnaking use

of relationships that exist among items organizes and recodes them in

such a way as to facilitate long-term storage. Irrhen relativellz few items

have to be remembered for a short period of time, the maintenance func-

tion is most appropriate. Longer list.s, or items that must be remembered

over time, orobabl-)¡ require the recoding function in order to retain the

i-nformation.

Memory researchers have argued that the natural development of re-

hearsal processes facilitates the memorv capabilities of chifdren (FIa-

ve1l, 1970), and many studies have been conducted to test this hvnothe-

sis. Kurtz and Hovland (1953) experimentally maniÞu]ateC verbalization
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with hearing children, in a stud.y designed to test the predict.ion that

nandng would improve the accuracy of retention, a finding previously

noted by Barlow (1928) in a study that investigated the role of articu-

lation in memorizíng. These authors reported that accuracy of retention

was increased by verbalization at the time of stimulus observation.

Other studies that have l-ooked into the role played by various re-

hearsaL strategies (Flavell, Beach & chinsky, 1966; Keenéy, cannizzo &

Flavel-I t 1967¡ Kingsley & Hagen, 1969) have demonstrated thaÈ very young

chil-dren (nursery school and kindergarten), and mentaJ-Iy retarded child-

ren of all ages (Bermont & Butterfield, 1971¡ Brown, campione e Murphy,

1974¡ KelÌas, Ashcraft & Johnson, 1973), do not make use of rehearsal

strategies" These children can, however, be taught to verbarly l-abet

stimuli in seria] tasks, and thus improve their performance. These stu-

dies also show that verbal- rehearsaL can be an effective strateqv to em-

pJ-oy when lists of familiar or namabLe items are to be held in memorv

for short periods of time. ft has been found that in serial tasks per-

formance on the last serial position is facititated by naming the items

whiLe performance on middle and early serial positions is faciJ-itated by

cumulative rehearsal during stimulus presentation (Kingsl-ey & Hagen,

1969). This more complex form of rehearsaL is not usually found in

young children (Flavell-, Beach e Chinsky, 1966¡ Keeney, Cannizzo &

FIavel-I , 1967) .

It has been shown that serial recall exhibits a developmental in-

crease in accuracy, possibly caused by a Iack of appropriate rehearsal,

strategies in very young children (Reese, 1976). IÈ appears that in
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young children it is the quantity of rehearsal that is tinked to reten-

tion (Weist & Crawford, 1977) but for older cl¡.iIdren this mav not be

the case. The superiority of older children (sixbh grade) in contrast

to younger ones (third grade) was studied by Naus, Ornstein and Aivano

(1977). These authors discovered that this superior performance resul-

ted from the ol-der child's enhanced recall of the beginning (primacy)

and middl-e items, as there \¡¡ere minimal- age differences in the recall of

items from the l-ast (recency) positions.

Past studies have tended to agree that the performance of the deaf

on memory tasks is inferior to that of the hearing (Belmont, Karchmer &

Pilkonist 1976¡ Pintner & Paterson, 1917¡ Wallace & CorbalJ_is, 1973).

Furth (1964) in his review of research with the deaf, concluded that

the deaf are intel-lectuaÌly handicapped because they lack the free use

of language, and Pintner and Paterson (1917) suggested that the deaf's

inability to verbalize might account for their poor performance, as they

are prevented from acquiring acoustic imagery. Hiskey (1956) explained

the inferiority of the deaf chiLd on memory tasks as a limitation in

symbolic behavior. He observed that the hearing children who were stu-

died often verbalized while performing the memcry task and concluded

that such verbalization enhanced hearing chil-dren's performance rel-ative

to that of deaf children.

Studies focusing on how the deaf encode visual material- into memory

have concfuded that such individuals make extensive use of a dactvl-ic-

kinesthetic code based on sign language and fingerspelling (I¡cke ç

Locke, 1971¡ Wall-ace e Corballis, 1973). Hoerånn, Andrews and DeRosa
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(1974) for¡nd that the deaf code information relating to the.formational

pararneters of signs in the same way that the hearing make use of phono-

logical cues. Bel1ugi, Klima and SipJ-e (1974/75) congrared deaf and hear-

ing college students and for¡nd that, overall, short-term memory mechan-

isms in the deaf seemed to parar]-el those found in the hearins. The

deaf were shown sigrns of American sign Language on a videotape while

hearing subjecÈs listened to a¡ aud.iotape of the =r*" *orã=. The re-

sults were consistent with the theory that the signs of Àmerican Sign

Language are coded by the deaf in terms of their formational parameters.

If sign language can be considered to be a modality comparable to

speech, then the manually trained deaf child has access to an articula-

tory (motor, dactylic or kinesthetic-sensory) modatity that might be

effective in improving memory. Training the deaf child to sign stimul-us

items in the same \¡¡ay that hearing children are taught to verbally labe1

may provide equivalent forms of rehearsal. Such tr¡inino iq nec€ssãry¡

as it has been noted that the deaf rareJ-y rehearse spontaneously, and

when they do make use of some sort of rehearsal straÈegy, it is seldom

task appropriate. Belmont, Karchmer and PiLkonis (1976) noted that when

the deaf adolescents selected their own strategies their memory perfor-

mance was poor, but when instructed to actively rehearse the stimuLi

using a cumul-ative rehearsal technique their performance greatly im-

proved. This specific instructed rehearsal technique al-so resulted in

immediate gains for the hearing group, lending support Lc the position

that sign language is a modality comparabte to speech-

Of considerable practical importance is the questior of how long-
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lasting the effects of rehearsal- training are, and also whebher rehearsal-

strategies wi]l generalize from the training task to other sirnilar Èasks.

Accord.j-ng to Stokes and Baer (1977 ) general_ization may be defined as

"The occurrence of relevant behavior under different non-traininq con-

ditions (i-e-, across subjects, settings, peopJ-e, behaviors and/or time)

without the scheduling of the sane events in those conditions as had

been scheduted in the training conditions,, (p. 350). r¡ trr"ir. survey of

the current literature these authors emphasized the need to actively

program generalization and outlined nine methods designed to accompJ-ish

this goa1. Included in their review $¡as a technique known as training

sufficient exemplars. In this method generalization to new stimul-i is

accomplished by training the response to a number of exemplars of the

class of stimuli rather than training in only one stimulus situation.

In one of the few studies that looked into the maintena¡ce of re-
hearsal- strategies, Keeney, Cannizzo and. FlavelI (1967) divided child_

ren into spontaneous rehearsers and nonrehearsers and investigated gen-

eralization of instructed rehearsal- by including trial-s in which the

subjects were told that they coul-d repetitively name the items if they

wanted to, but that they did not have to. The results indicated that

when given the option to rehearse, nonrehearsers tended to abandon the

strategy- similarly, Hagen, Hargrave and Ross (1973) conducted a studv

with younger (prekindergarten a¡d kindergarten) and older (first and

second grade) children that employed a prompLed cumul-ative rehearsal-

technique- They discovered that, aJ-though recall improved when rehear-

sal- was prompted by the experimenter, this improvement was no ronger
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evident when a delayed test \^¡ith no prompting was given one week later.

Kellas, Ashcraft and Jotrrson (1973) gave mildIy retarded adoles-

cents a serial recall- task, and divided the subjects into an instructed

cumulative rehearsal group and a free strategy group. The instructed

group showed significantly higher recafl scores, and when both groups

were retested. two weeks later with onlv free recall instructions, the

original cumulative rehearsal group had maintained the strateg-y, and

sti1l showed significantly higher performance. Brown, Campione and

Murphy (1974) also reported that active rehearsaÌ improved overall per-

formance of moderately retarded adolescents. Their subjects were di-

vided into instructed rehearsal- and control groups and given a serial-

recall task. The instructed group had significantly higher recafl

scores than the control group, and when retested on the same task six

months l-ater¡ eight out of ten of the rehearsal subjects had maintained

the strategy even in the absence of instructions to do so. The main dif-

ference between the studies with normals and those involving retardates

seems to be one of age rather than one of rehearsal strategy, since nam-

ing or cumulative rehearsal were the instructed techniques in both. The

maintenance of induced rehearsal behavior was not achieved by normal

children up to seven years of age, but was evident in moderately re-

tarded adolescents \,tith mean mental ages of eight to ten years.

No research has been concerned with the method of training suf-

ficient exemplars in memory tasks. It appears that such programming

coul-d be applied in memory tasks by training rehearsal strategies with

several examples of the Èask, and looking for generalization of the re-
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hearsal strategy to other simiLar tasks.

The present e>qceriment was desigz-red to study the effects of in_
structed rehearsar on retention in manually trained deaf children, and

to investigate the generalization of rehearsar behavior to new lists in
the absence of instructions to rehearse. T\¡¡o age groups r¡rere used in
this study so that deveì-opmental differences in accuracy of recal-l- and

rehearsal- performance could be assessed in deaf chirdren. Fehearsal- was

e>qcerimentalJ-y manipulated in a picture probe memory task. Each age

group was divided into rehearsal and no rehearsaL conditions, with sign
Ìanguage being the rehearsal- mod.arity. chiLdren in the rehearsal_ group

were trained to use a repetitive naming strategy which involved signing
each pictorial stimuLus as it appeared, and at least once during the
interitem interval. rn the first session, alr children were trained on

a six picture position probe task, with the rehearsar_ group being ac-
tivety instructed to repetitivery name the pictures. rn the second

session, half the children in both the rehearsal a¡d no rehearsal con-

ditions were trained on the original picture list, and hal-f on th¡ee new

picture 1ísLs. A general-ization test with a new list of pictures \,¡as

given immediately folrowing t.raining in the second session, and a de_

layed generalization test was given ten days 1ater. Rehearsal actrvity
vtas measured by observing the amount of repetiÈive naming and amo¡nt of
naming in the generalization tests.

It was hypothesized that in both age groups: (a) the rehearsal
groups would have higher recalL scores than the no rehearsal. grouos on

all lists; (b) the repetitive naming behavior wourd occur on immediate
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and del-ayed generalization tests in the rehearsal- but not in the no re-

hearsal- subjects; and (c) those rehearsal subjects who received traininq

on one list would not be as apt to generalize their repetitive naming as

compared. to rehearsal subjects trained on four 1ists.

METHOD

Subj ects

subjects were sefected from a pubric schooL for the deaf which

serves the province of Manitoba. Chil-dren at this school- have hearinq

threshold levels for speech greater than 90 db, and. use manuar siqn

l-anguage as a method of communication. There were 16 children in each

of two age groups" The mean age of the younger group was 7 years 6

months (range = 6-6 to 8-9¡ SD = 8.7 months) and the mean age of the

older group was 12 years 9 months (range = 12-0 to 13-9r SD = 7.9 months).

rn the younger group there were 6 girrs and 10 boys, whereas, the ofder

group had 5 girls and 11 boys. Teacherslratings of below average in-

telrigence \^/ere used. as the basis for excluding I younger children

(from a pool of 24), and 6 ol-der children (from a pool of 32) - This was

done prior to sending letters of permission to parents.

Test Materials an_d Apparatus

The materials used in this experiment were seven sets of picture

cards, each containing six items (see Tabre 6, Appendix A). The pic-

ture cards were coLoured line drawings of famil-iar objects traced. onto
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9-4 cm x 7.5 cm index cards. No two objects having simi-tar.hand con-

figurations or from a rel-ated category were incLuded in the same fi-st.

The card.s were praced in seven 1 0 x g cm slots on a 77 x 2g cm wooden

stimulus board. Six of the slots were arranged in a rovr parallel to the

base of the board and spaced 2.5 cm apart; the sLot for the probe card

was centered 5.6 cm above the others. A metronome was used to time the

stimul-us presentations. AII sessions were tape recorded by the elçeri-

menter who verbalized subjects' signed and choice responses into the

microphone in addition to writing this information on a data sheet.

Procedure

Each child sat at a table in a quiet room, facing the e>çerimenter.

All subjects r¿rere instructed manuall-y as follows: "you will be shown six

picture cards, one at a time. r want you to try and remember the pic-

tures, and where they are on the board. After you have seen each pic-

Èure it will be turned over on the board. When vou have seen all six

cards, r will show you a¡other picture which is the same as one you

have just seen. I want you to point to the card that is -just like it.,'

Each age group was randomly divided into rehearsal and no rehearsal

conditions. Those in the rehearsal- condition received instructions

prior to the memory task on how to make use of repetitive naming of

stimul-us pictures as a memory aid. They were tord "To help you re-

member, r want you to sign the name of each picture as r pl_ace it on

the boardr and keep repeating the sign until you see the next picture.

I '¡ant you to do this for al-l- six pictures. " No such j-nstructions were
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given to those in the no rehearsal condition. All subjects.were given

three training triaLs using the practice list to ensure that they under-

stood the procedure involved in the picture probe position task.

On each trial the appropriate set of cards was shuffl-ed and the

cards were placed on the board one at a time from the childrs left to

right. Each picture was e>çosed for 4 sec and then turned over; the

interitem interval- was al-so 4 sec. The probe card was.io="a until the

subject pointed Èo one of the six cards. The e>çerimenter turned over

the chosen card, and if it was not correct, showed the subject where the

correct card was located. In each block of six trials each position

was probed once; the order in which the positions were probed was ran-

domly chosen for each trial b1ock.

The first session consisted of 36 training trials with List 1.

Those in the rehearsal- condition received instructions to rehearse,

and if they forgot to name the item and sign it at reast once during

the interitem interval- the e>rperimenter prompted them by asking for

the appropriate sign. Prompting was rarery required after the first

three trial blocks. The second session was given on the foJ.Lowing day.

Half the subjects in the rehearsal- and no rehearsal- conditions were ran-

domly assigned to the multilist condition and the others to the sinql-e

l-ist condition. Children in the singte l-ist condition received another

18 trials with List 1, whereas children in the multilist condition

were given six trials on each of three new lists (Lists 2, 3, and 4).

Again¡ those in the rehearsal group were instructed to rehearse, and

prompted if they did not. After a l minute break durinq r,+hich the
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su-bjects were allowed to get up a¡d stretch or walk aroundr.the generali-

zation phase of the second session commenced. Atl sub-iects received a

further 18 trials on a new list (List 5). rn this phase of the study

children in the rehearsal group vrere not instructed or prompted to re-

hearse the stimuli. After a del-ay of'10 days, the second generalization

test took place. Alr subjects received 36 triars on List 6, again in

the absence of any instructions to rehearse.

On each trial the choice response was recorded as correct or in-

correct a¡d the position chosen was noted when an error was made. rn

order to provide a measure of overt rehearsal- during the generalization

tests with Lists 5 and 6, signing behavior was observed and recorded

both in writing and by verbal- repetition onto the tape recorder.

After the final testing session aI1 subjects were asked "How did

you remember where the pictures were on the board?" and their responses

\¡¡ere recorded.

RESULTS

Recal-l- Performance

The recall performance in each phase of the study was analyzed

twice. In order to investigate the effects of trial btocks, the number

of correct responses in each trial bl-ock was calculated for each sub'ìect

and subjected to a mixed analysis of variance with age, rehearsal con-

dition, and number of training J-ists as the between-subjects variables,

and triaL blocks as the within-sub'iects variable. Each trial bl-ock con-
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sisted of six trial-s. In order to examine the effects of serial posi-

tion, the number of correct responses when each sería1 position was

probed was determined for each subject by summing over trial- bl-ocks, and

this score was entered into a mixed analysis of variance with age, re-

hearsal- condition¡ êrd number of training lists as the between-subjects

variables, and serial position as the within-subjects variabl-e. Tt

shoul-d be noted that the two analyses of variance produced identicaf re-

sults with respect to the between-subjects factors.

First session performance. Table 7, Appendix B shows the results

of the analysis of variance for the number of correct responses per trial

block for List 1. This anal-ysis yielded significant main effects for

ager I (,24) = 4.36r P (.05, and condition, E(1r24) = 42-49, P(-oot-

Cell means revealed that the ofder group performed better than the young-

er group (4.43 vs. 4.08 mean correct), and that the rehearsaf condition

was superior to the no rehearsal- condition (4.79 vs. 3.72 mean correct).

The summary of the analysis of variance for number of correct re-

sponses per serial posiLion for List 1 is contained in Table 8, Appen-

dix B. A significant main effect for serial position was noted,

I(5,120) = 30.51, p (.OOt. Figure 1 shows the typicat serial position

curve with primacy and recency effects. There were no significant in-

teractions between seria] position and the other variabl-es.

Seóond sejisión Þerformance: Tráining phase. During this portion of

the second session, subjects in the single list condition received a fur*
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ther three trial blocks on List. 1, whereas subjects in the -multilist

condition received one trial block on each of three new lists (Lists 2,

3, and 4). The analysis of variance for the nrunber of correct responses

per trial block for these subjects is contained in Table 9, Appendix B.

Trial blocks and lists are confou¡rded for the multilist group in this

analysis. Significant main effects were obtained for rehearsal condi-

Èion, \(1,24) = 15.66, p (.001, and number of training Ìists, I (1,24) =

4.30, P <.05. The three-way interaction involving number of training

lists, rehearsal condition, and trial bl-ocks was also significant,

î(2,48) = 5.39, p (.01.

The cell means for the triple interaction are presented in Figmre 2.

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons \,vere performed on the means involved in

this interaction using the Tukey HSD statistic (Kirk, 1968). The re-

hearsal- condition was significantly superior to the no rehearsal con-

dition at trial bl-ocks one and three for the sinqle list condition and

trial blocks two and three in the multilist condition. There was no

difference between rehearsal- and no rehearsal- groups on triaL bl-ock two

in the single list condition and on triaL bl-ock one in the multilist

condition, HSD(4,30) = 1.07 t 4= .05.

On trial bfock one the no rehearsal- sroup in the multilist con-

dition had significantly higher recal-I scores than the no rehearsal"

group in the singJ-e List condition, HSD(4r30) = 1.07 t x= .05. Other

comparisons between single and mul-tilist conditions with trial block

and rehearsal group equated were nonsignificant.

In the single list, condition there were no significant differences
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across trial blocks for either the rehearsal or no rehearsal groups. fn

the multilist condition recall performance on trial block one was signi-

ficantly greater than on trial block three for the no rehearsal group,

HSD(4r30) * .87 ¡ d-= .05; but no sigmificant differences vrere noted across

trial blocks for the rehearsal group.

The summary of the analysis of variance for the

sponses per serial position for the training phase of

tained in Table 10, Appendix B. The analysis yielded

effect. for serial position, I(5,120) = 18.07, p <.001

Figure 3, primacy and recency effects were obtained.

number of correct re-

session two is con-

a significar¡È main

. As can be seen in

Second session performance: GeneraÌization test phase. This part of

the second session constituted the first seneralization test. The sum-

rnary of the analysis of variance for number of correct responses over the

three blocks of trial-s on LisÈ 5 is contained in Tab1e 1 1, Àppendix B.

This analysis revealed that the rehearsal condition (mean correct = 4-69)

\¡¡as superior to the no rehearsal condition (mean correct = 3.81), F (I ,24)

- 17.76, p <.001. In addition there was a significant main effect for age,

y(1,24) = 4.87, p (.05; and a significant two-way interaction between

trial blocks and age, î(2,48) = 8.26, p (.001. This interactj-on is pre-

sented in Figure 4. Post hoc comparisons of older and younger grouPs

indicated that the older group was superior to the younger group on

triat blocks one a¡d three, but the groups did not differ on triaL block

two, gÐ(2r30) = .58rc<- .05. The older group's performance decreased

between trial- blocks one and two and increased between trial blocks two

and three; no significant changes over triaf blocks were noted for the
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younger group, HSD (2,30) = .44, o(- . 05.

The su¡rnnary of the analysis involving number of correcÈ responses

per seriar position for List 5 is contained in Tabl_e 12, Appendix Br ênd

again a significa¡t main effect for serial position r,ras obtained,

I (5, 120) = 17 - 17, p (. ool. Figure 5 shows simirar primacy and recency

effects to those found in previous seriar position analyses.

Third session performance. The analysis of variance invol-ving the

number of correct responses per trial bl-ock for r,ist 6 (Tabre 13, Appen-

dix B) indicated that those in the rehearsal condition (mean correct =

4-72) performed significantty better than those in the no rehearsaf con-

dition (mean correct = 3.73) ¡ F(1,24) = 29-08, p<.001. Table 14,

Appendix B contains the summary of Lhe analysis of variance for number

of correct responses per serial- position, and as in the previous session

a significant main effect for serial position r¡ras noted, I(5ri20) =

48.28, P <.001. A significant t'do-way interaction between serial posi-

tion and rehearsal condition was also revealed, F(5r120) - 7.34, p<.001.

The means involved in this interaction are shown in Figure 6. Tukey HSD

comparisons revealed significant differences between rehearsal conditions

on serial- positions two to four, but not one, five, and six, HSD(2r30) =

.71 ,ot-= . 05.

Rehearsal Activity

Repetitive Naming. Repetitive naming scores were obtained for each

subject by counting the number of pictures in each block of triaLs that
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were signed by the subject, both when the picture was presented and at

least once during the interitem interval. Since six pictures were pre-

sented on each trial, repetitive narning scores couLd range from 0 to 3.6.

None of the subjects in the no rehearsal condition showed repetitive

naming activity; whereas 10 of the 16 subjects in Lhe rehearsal condi-

tion made repetitive naming responses in both the immediate and delayed

generalization tests.

The raw scores for the repetitive naming activity of the subjects

in the rehearsal condition on the immediate generalization Èesr are

contained in Tabl-e 1. Perfect repetitive naming scores were obtained

for six of the younger subjects and four of the oLder subjects. The re-
m=i ni nn crr'ì..io¡f c cL^'-'^Á *^ *^^^!.: !¡ --^ - -*i - - 

\/ '¡¡,er¡¡¿¡¡y ùqlJcuus showed no repetitive naming. À /t test was carried

out to compare the proportion of subjects who rehearsed in the two ase
a, I 2

groups: the difference \das nonsignificant, ,/( (1) = .27, p).0s. r{ith

respect to number of training lists, five subjects in both the singre

and the multilist conditions repetitively named the items. No changes

in repetitive naming occurred over trial blocks_

The repetitive naming scores for rehearsal condition sub-iects on

the delayed generalization test are contained in Table 2. perfecc re-

peti-tive naming scores were obtained for two of the younger subjects and

three of the older subjecLs. Four of the younger subjects and one older

subject repetit-ive1y named some of the items, and the six remaining sub-

jects showed no repetitive naming. rn the singì-e l_ist condition, Ewo

subjects repetitiveJ-y named all the items, three subjects repetitiveJ-y

named some of the items, and three showed no repetitive narning. In the
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Tabl-e 1

Repetitive Naming by Subjects in the RehearsaL

Condition on the Immediate Generalization Test,

Age Group

Younger

Older

Number of
Training Lists

Single
Single
Single
Qì nnl a

Mul-ti
Multi
Multi
Mul-ti

Single
SingIe
MuIti
Multi
MuIti
SingIe
Single
Mul-tí

Subjects

'l

2
J

A

5
6
7
I

11lt

18
TY

20
21
22
z5
24

'r-rIal- lJIocKS

2

36
n

36
36
36

0

36
36

0
n

36
0

36
36

0

.t

36
0

36
36
36

36
36

0

36
0

36
36

0

3

36
0

36
36
Je)

0

36
36

0

0

36
36

0

36
36

0
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Tabl-e 2

Repetitive Naming by Subjects in the Rehearsal

Condition on the Delayed Generafization Test

Age Group

Younger

Older

Number of
'l'rã 1 ñ I ñõ 1.1 cf ê

Su-bj ects Trial- Bl-ocks

Single

Single
Mul-ti

t4ulti
Mul-ti

Multi

Síngle
Qi n¡'l a

Mufti
Mul-ti

Mul-ti
Qi n¡l a

Q-i nal o

Multi

'1

¿

6

I

17

18

IY

20

¿t

¿z

¿4.

I

18

0

.J()

J¿*

36

0

36

0

0

36

Jt)

0

36

36

0

¿

rl

n

36

36

36

36

3

0

0

36

36

36

lz

36

0

0

1B

JO

0

36

0

U

36

36

36

nn

nn

JO Jb

00
JO JO

JO JO

ôñVU

00
00

JU Zó

JZ JO

36 36

00
00

JO JCr

00
0o

120
JO JO

00
JO JO

36 36

00
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multilist condition, three subjects repetitively named all the items,

tr'ro repetitively named sorne of the items¡ and three showed no repetitive
tt 2

narning. /( tests comparing the proportion of subjects who rehearsed in

the two age groups and in the two training conditions revealed nonsigni-
\12ficant differences for both age gro'.rpr, ,)( (t) = .27, p ).0S, and num_

\/ z
ber of training lists,,/\ (r) = .57, p>.05. The effect of triaL

blocks on the proportion of subjects who rehearsed r.= irr.r.rtigated by

performing the cochran e test for related samples (sieget, 1956) but no

significant effect was found, e(5) = 8.69, p>.05.

Naminq. rn the rehearsal condition, two younger subjects and two

ol-der subjects engaged in naming activity but not repetitive naming dur*

ing the immed.iate generalization test (see Table 3). That is to say

they signed the presented picture, but did not repeat the sign during the

interitem interval. In t-he delayed generalization test, one of these

younger subjects and one of these older subjects continued to engage in

naming (see Table 4). one ol-der srrbject who had not namcd during r-he

first generalization test named several pictures at the bcginning of the

second generalization test. In addiEi.on, naming occurred in one of the

younger no rehearsal subjects and two of the older no rehearsal sub-

jects in the immediate generalization test, and in both of these ol-der

jects in the delayed generalization trlet.

Post-test Ouestion

Responses to the post-test inquiry on how the children had remember-



Tal¡le 3

Naming Scores for Subjects who Named Items

in the Immediate Generafization Test

n^^ -.^Jõg e qltu

Cond.ition

Vnrrnaar

Rehearsal-

Older

Rehearsal_

Vnrrn¡ar

No Rehearsal

Older

No Rehearsal-

Number of
Training Lists Subj ects J.rl_a_L iJrocJ<s

Single
Multi

Single

Single

Multi

Single

Mul-ti

17

t¿J

36 36 36

JO JO Jt)

JO JO

JO Jb

t¿

0

6

12

36

36

514

JU

'12

0
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Naming Scores for

rn thê Iìclewed

Tal¡l-e 4

Subjects who Named Items

Generafization Test

Age and
Condition

Vnrrn¡ar¿eu¿¡Ye!

Rehearsal

Ol-d.er

Rehearsal-

OIder

No Rehearsal-

Number of
Tra i n i ncr T.i el- s Qrrlrì onl- ceLUJçvLo Triál Bf,ocks

Single
Multi

Single

Mufti

Single

MuIti

z

6

18

24

27

1

36

z+

36

z4

6

6

a

36

0

36

12

0

J

36

n

36

12

0

0

4

36

n

n

0

56
-a

00

36 36

00

00
00
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ed the pictures were independently categorized by two different raters

and agrreement råtas obtained for the responses of 31 of Lhe 32 subjects,

yielding a¡ inter-rater reriabirity of 96.a7z. The categories were:

A = "I did what you told me"; B = "I signed the pictures"; C = "f remem-

bered"; D = No repIy. The frequenry of each tlpe of response can be

seen in Table 5.

of the two younger rehearsar subjects who gave a category À re-

sponse (I did what you told me), one repetitively named and the other

named the items. All of the five subjects in category B (I signed the

pictures) repetitiveJ-y named the items. The eighth younger rehearsal

subject gave a category C response (I remembered) and did not repetitive-

ì-y name, but did name some of the items. Six of the older rehearsal sub-

jects gave category B responses (f signed the pictures) and four of them

repetitively named the items, while two named the items in the immediate

generalization test. fn the delayed generalization test one of these

two naming subjects continued to narne, while the other discontinued nam-

ing. The remaining trvo older rehearsal subjects gave category c answers

(I remembered), and one of these subjects did name some of the items in

the delayed generalization test. In sunrnary,thirteen of the fifteen re-

hearsal- subjects who engaged in some form of rehearsal behavior gave cat-

egoryAorBanswers.

Three of the younger no rehearsal subjects gave category C responses

(I remembered) and four failed to answer the question. l.jone of these sub-

jects engaged in any overt rehearsal behavior. The remaining younger no

rehearsal subject who gave a category B answer (I signed the pictures) did

name the pictures during the first generaLízation test. In the ol-der no
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Tabl_e 5

Post Test Inquiry Responses

Aaa

Younger

Yor:nger

Ol-der

Ol-der

Condition

Rehearsal-

Rehearsal-

Rehearsal-

Rehearsal

Response Category

I

5

1

6

2

I

1

3

2

5

P

0

À

U

1
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reheaïsal gïoup, the two subjects who said they signed the pictures did

engage in some naming activity during both generalization tests. Of the

five subjects who gave category C answers, and the remaining subject who

failed to answer t}te question, none engaged in either repetitive naming

or naming behavior. In summary, all three of the no rehearsal subjects

who engaged in some naming gave category B answers.

DISCUSSION

The present study examined the effects of a repetitive naming re_
hearsal- strategy on Lhe memory performance of manualry trained deaf
children. During the first session, in which rehea¡saI subjects were

instructed and prompted to repetitivery name the stimuri, a significa¡t
main effect for rehearsal condition was noted, indicating that the re-
hearsal subjects in both age groups performed at a higher r_ever than no

rehearsal subjects.

fn the training phase of session 2, an interaction was found be_

tr^¡een trial- bÌocks, nr:nber of training rists, and rehearsar_ condition.
Rehearsal subjects in the single list condition \{ere sur)erior to no re-
hearsal subjects on trial- bl-ocks one and three, but not on trial block
two' RehearsaL subjects in the multilist condition were sigmificantty
su-oerior to no rehearsar subjects on triar br-ocks two and three, but
not on trial br-ock one. on triar- bJ_ock one, the no rehea¡sar sü:jects
in the murtilist condition were also significantlv sunerior to the no

rehearsal subjects in the single 1ist condition. Thus, receiving a new
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training list (List 2) at the beginning of the second session l-ed to an

increase in memory performance for the no rehearsal subjects. The multi-

l-ist rehearsal subjects did not show this effect, however, and the per-

formance of the multilist no rehearsal subjects declined on trial- blocks

two and three (Lists 3 and 4). These resul_ts for the no rehearsal_ sub-

jects may have been due to a temporary increase in attention to the task

ericited by the new l-ist at the start of session 2. By List 3, the in-

troduction of new pictures may have rost its novelty. Rehearsal_ sub-

jects would not be e>çected to show a similar improvement in perfor-

mance as their repetitive naming of the items already maximized atten-

tion to the stimufi.

These resul-t.s demonstrate that a repetitive naming rehearsal- stra-

tegy can be used by deaf children as young as seven years of age as a

means of improving recaIl performance. Belmont et aI. (1976J found that

sign language rehearsal- \¡/as an effective strategy for deaf adolescents

to empJ-oy to improve recal-l-, a resuJ-t confirmed in rhc nraqa.r e><peri-

ment with much younger subjects. Verbal repetitive naming has also been

found to increase memory performance of first grade hearing children

(Keeney, Canni-zzo & Flavell, 1967). It woul_d appear that the use of

American sign Language by deaf children is comparable to the use of

speech by normar hearing chifdren as a rehearsal modality in memory

The superior recall performance of rehearsal trained subjects

carried over into both the immediate and delayed generalization tests,

despite the fact that no instructions to rehearse were given. This per-
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sistence of superior recall performance in young deaf children 10 days

after rehearsal training is consistent with the findings of Ke11as, Ash-

craft and Jolurson ('¡973) who found that when mod.eratelv retarded ado-

lescents were trained to rehearse they maintained their superior recaLl

scores after a two week lapse in testing. Keeney, Cannizzo a¡d Flavel-L

{1967) found no evidence of rehearsal maintenance in their young hearing

subjects who were classified as non-rehearsers, but it appears that deaf

and retarded inòividual-s who do not normally spontaneously rehearse can,

when instructed, produce and maintain such behavior.

Analysis of recall data failed to reveal an interaction between

serial position and rehearsal condition on training ì-ists and on the im-

mediate generalization Iist, al-though the e>qpected primacy and recency

effects were obtained. Th-is indicates that the repetitive naming stra-

tegy facilitated recal-1 of Èhe items equatly at each serial- position.

Past studies concerned with serial position effects have shown that cumu-

lative rehearsal enhances primacy and recency performance, whil-e simpJ-e

naming enhances recall of only the last items in the list (Kingsley e

Hagen' 1969). The present study has demonstrated that repetitive naming,

l-ike cumulative rehearsal, can enhance recalI at al-f serial positions.

This finding supports the position that this type of rehearsal aids both

short-term storage of the fast items and long-term memory for first and

middl-e items. In delayed generalization test performance (List 6) the

rehearsal group \,{as superior to the no rehearsal group only on the middle

items, indicating Lhat repetitive naming improved only Èhe long-term

storase of these items,



Differences in recall attributable to age r¡rere present'in session

one and in the first generalization test phase. rn the ratter case,

older subjects were superior to younger subjects on trial blocks one and

three- The fact that the older deaf subjects vrere not consistently su-

perior to the younger deaf subjects on all lists suggests that older

deaf children do not develop memory processing strategies in the same

way as older hearing children. This is supported by the finding that no

age differences vtere noted in repetitive naming during either generaJ.i-

zation Èest. older hearing chiLdren are much more apt Èo spontaneously

rehearse than younger hearing children (FJ-aveIJ-, Beach a Chinsky , 1966) ,

and usually produce significantly higher recall scores.

one e>Planation for the age differences noted in the initiat train-

ing and immediate generalization sessions is that novel- situations mav

be more distracting for younger deaf children. List 1 beqan the train-

ing sessions of the e>çeriment and the younger children may have needed

more time to familiarize themselves with the procedure. By the second

session, their performance equaJ-ed that of the older chiLdren

but, when the first generalization tesÈ began, their recall scores again

dropped below the older group. This l-atter decline in performance could

have been caused by the noveL situation created when no rehearsal in-

structions or PromPting to rehearse were given during the first generaJ.i-

zation test session. It would appear that the developmental differences

in recaIl characteristically found in normal children may not be as com-

mon in the deaf, and may only become apparent in novel task situations.

The second hypothesis, that repetitive naming behavior woul-d occur
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in rehearsal but not in no rehearsal subjects during the generalization

tests vtas supported by the fact that ten of the sixteen rehearsal sub-

jects showed repetitive narning behavior as compared with none of the no

rehearsal subjects. T\Â'o of the younger and three older rehearsal sub-

jects failed to repetitively name during the generaJ-ization tests, but

d.id engage in some simple naming behavior. rt wouLd seem, therefore,

that transfer of some type of rehearsal activity was accomplished by atl

of the younger rehearsal- subjects and by seven of the eight older re-

hearsal subjects. Brown, Campione and t'turphy (1974) have shown that

nildly retarded adolescents maintained a rehearsal- sÈrategy six months

after training. The present study provides evidence that yo¡ng deaf

chil-dren also general-ize rehearsal behavior, over time, and to nev, test

stimuli.

rn the no rehearsal groups, seven of the eight younger subjects

and six of the eight older subjects failed to engage in any spontaneous

sign language rehearsal, and the three thaÈ did rehearse onlv named the

test items. This agrees with Bel-mont et al. (1976) who noted that spon-

Èaneous rehearsal in deaf adolescents was rare. rn contrast, normal

hearing chil-dren usually spontaneously rehearse by the second grade

(F1ave1l, Beach e Chinsky, 1966). The deaf chiLdren in the present

study did not spontaneousJ-y produce rehearsal- behavior but were easilv

trained to use repetitive naming. This woul-d seem to indicate that al--

though they are production deficient they can be taught to successfully

employ and maintain sign language rehearsal.

The prediction that those subjects who received four traininq 1isÈs
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woul-d be more apt to generalize the rehearsal- strategy than those train-

ed on a single fist was not supported. Subjects in these two conditions

did not differ significantly in amount of rehearsal- behavior or recal]

scores during the generalization sessions.

The responses to the question concerning how the subjects remember-

ed the pictures gives , ev.Ldence of how aware these deaf children were

of themsel-ves as memorizers. Their responses indicate that eleven of

the rehearsers were able to report that they had signed the stimuli,

two of the other five rehearsers said they had done what they were in-

structed to do, and the three remaining subjects were unabl-e to e)<press

clearly how they had remembered. Among the nonrehearsers, the three who

said they had signed the stimul-i had indeed done so, but ten others lvere

unabl-e to describe any rehearsal technique and five did not reply to the

question. rt is clear from this data that, unless instructed, deaf sub-

jects have l-ittle knowledge of various rehearsar strategies.

It is evident that sign language rehearsal_ training not only in-

creases memory performance in ma¡ua11y trained deaf chil-dren, but that

such behavior can become general-ized. over time, a¡d. to other test items.

As the deaf appear to be developmentally sl-ow in acquiring memory pro-

cessing ski]ls, such training shoul-d be provided early in deaf child-

rents education in order to maximize memory performance and give them

the opportunity to compete on an equal basis with hearing children. The

present study demonstrates that deaf children as young as seven years

can successfully employ a repetitive namíng strategy.



LTTERÀTURE REVIEI^]

Researchers have J-ong been interested in investigating methods de-
signed to increase both short and long-term memory. one of the most com-

mon techníques employed in memory tasks is verbal rehêarsal, both overt
and covert. There are three simple forms of verbal- rehearsal (All-ik &

Siegel ' 1976): naming, which invol-ves producing a verbal- label for a

stimurus item; repetitive naming - repeating the name of an item during

the interitem interval; and cumufative rehearsal_, when several items are

repeated together in an additive pattern. Research into the devel_opment

of rehearsaf strategies has addressed itseff to a number of guestions.

First and foremost, does rehearsal facil-itate recalf? Secondly, at what

age does spontaneous rehearsal or:crrr? ,TlairÄ]v how permanent are the

effects of instructed rehearsal_ techniques?

with reference to the first question, Kurtz and Hovr-and (1953) de-

signed an e>rperiment to study the effects of naming the items in a l-ist
on subsequent memory for the items. À further aspect of this studv was

that they tested whether a recoon'i J-in- r-¡cÞ i^ verbal_ form (rvords), as

compared to one in visual- form (pictures), would. be more sensitive to
the effects of verbafization. subject.s were fifth to seventh qrade

chi-ldren r,vho were divided into verbalizatíon and cont.rotr groups, and

given either a fist of words or a sheeÈ of nhnr,>graphs corresponding

to an act.ual array of objects. Age was not. a variable in this e>rperi.-
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ment' The verbalization group circled the name of the corresponding ob-
ject and named it aloud. The control group circled the correspondíng pic-
ture wíthout naming. one week l-ater, half the subjects in each group

were given bookl-ets containing the original stimul-us items ¡ pl-us an equal

number of novel pictures (visual) or names of pictures (verbal) and were

instructed to circl-e those items that they remembered from the oriqinaL

l-ist. Th-is constituted the recognition task. The other half were in-

structed to write down as many of the original- items as they coul_d re-

member - the recall task.

Resul-ts indicated that significant differences occurred between the

verbal a¡d visual- forms of the recognition task, with the visual beincr

superior; and between the verbal-ization group and the control, with the

verbalization group exhibiting higher recognition scores. In addition,

the verbal-ization group also exhibited superior performance on the recall_

task. In this study, the hypothesis that accuïacy of retention woul-d be

increased by naming at the time of stimulus observation vras supported-

Flavell-, Beach and Chinsky (1966) stud.ied children from kindergar-

ten, grade two, and. grad.e five in an attempt to test the production de-

ficiency hypothesis, which states that there is a stage during which

young chiLdren tend not to verbal-ly mediate overt behavior, even though

they understand and can use the correct words. rn this study, the ex-

perimenter pointed to a list of pictures and the chil-dren \,vere asked to

remember the order in which the e>perimenter had pointed to the pictures

¡n¡:t l-Ìron nnin{- r-lack in the same sêcrì.ìên.Þ- Ãn or<perimenter trained inrvÅ¿¡u L¡¡s oqtus rLyuurr9c. al e¡

Iip-reading observed the chil-dren's mouths in order Èo detect anv overÈ
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rehearsal. All- chifdren were asked to tell the experimenter at the end

of the test session how they had remembered the pictures. rt was h¡po-

thesized, on the basis of the production deficiency hypothesis, that se-

cond graders would produce more verbal- rehearsal- (naming) than children

in kindergarten. Fifth graders were incl_uded in the study to test a se-

cond hypothesis that rehearsal might be internalized in older subjects,

thus making it less noticable to direct observation.

The results indicated that second. graders produced significantly

more verbal-izations than kindergarten children. Surprisingly, this in-

crease in spontaneous rehearsal carried over into the older group of

fifth grade subjects, who verbafized even more than the second qrade

chil-dren, thus negating the internal-ization hypothesis. rt may be that

the kindergarten children had a production deficiency, and hence were roo

young to engage in the kind.s of intel-l-ectual activities which are invol-

ved in verbal- coding and ïehearsal.

This particurar study made no attempt to test the question of

whether the devefopmental increase in spontaneoi-ls verbal-ization actually

improved recal-I, but Keeney, Cannizzo and. Flavell- (1967) addressed this

aspect of performance in a study with first grade chil,dren. The experi-

mental design was essentially the same as that used in the previously

mentioned study, with the exception that at the end of the first session

chil-dren were divided into rehearsers a¡d nonrehearsers. This was done

on the basis of direct observation of spontaneous verbalization (naming)

ânrf an¡nrÀi nn {. n qrrlrì a¡Èq f ra.^ta¡rq duuurulrrg LU -uv-¡uvuo rco3vùrlS€s to an inquiry on how they had re-

membered the stimuli. In the second. session, rehearsers were further
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divided into controls who repeated the procedure of,session one, and. ex-
perimental subjects who received. induced rehearsal- instructions invol--
ving repetitive naming of the items. The nonrehearsers \^/ere al-l- assiqn-
ed to the e>çerimental condition. At the end of the second session al_l-

e>qcerimental- subjects were given three trials in which the e>çerimenter

told them that they coul-d say the name of the items if they wanted to,
but that they did not have to.

Resul-ts reveal-ed that: (a) the serial recall of the spontareous re-
hearsers lvas superior to that of the nonrehearsers; (b) when nonrehear_

sers were taught to rehearse, their performance rose to the l-evel- of the

rehearsers; and (c) when given the option to rehearse, nonrehearsers

tended to aband.on the strategy. This third finding appears to support

the hypothesis that rehearsal- deficiency is a failure of utilization of
rehearsal strategies rather than a production deficiency. Since some

of the children in this study were classified as rehearseïs, it woul-d

seem that rehearsaL strategies may develop in chil_dren as young as six

or seven years old, but that some chil_dren of this age may not be ready

to make use of such techniques.

n^r.^l ^^*^*!-1 -L-- -- - i --ueve-Lopmencal changes in memorization processes \¡rere al,so investi-

gated by F]avell, Friedrichs, a¡d Hoyt (11970) i_n a study designed to

assess children's abil-ity to predict their own immediate memory span,

and also their ability to decide when they had studied a list of items

long enough to achieve perfect recall. fn the first ohase of fhe ql-rrrfr¡

younger (nursery school and kindergarten) and older (second, and fourth

grade) chifd.ren were given the task of estimating their inmediate memory
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span for rists of famiriar pictures, up to a maximum of ten pictures.

The e>çerimenÈer then assessed their actual span foi such items bv hav-

ing subjects recall lists of increasing J-ength. Three test trials were

then given, with the J-ength of the picture list d.etermined for each sub-

ject according to his actual- object span. subjects sat facing a stimu-

lus panel which contained ten viewing windows. Inlhen subjects pressed.

the buttons directJ-y under each windorrr, a picture was e>qcosed, and re-

mained visible for as J-ong as the button v/as depressed.. When each sub-

ject felt that he had memorized the list of pictures in the correct or-

der, he rang a bell and repeated the list al-oud. The experimenter was

absent from the room when the preschool-ers, fourth graders and. haff the

kindergarten and grade two chifd.ren studied the lists, and remained in

the room when the rest of the kindergarteners and second graders stu-

died. Another e>cperiment,er trained in lipreading was seaLed behind a

one vray mirror, and. observed each testing session. Her purpose was to

classify the children's behavior into four types of study patterns:

namÍng, where the child named the picture as it was e>çosedi anticipa-

tion, where the chird named the picture before it was e>çosed; re-

hearsal-, where the child engaged in repetitive naming or cumurative

rehearsari and gesture, pointing to the buttons or head noddinq-

At a1I grade levels predicted. memory span was greater than actual

span, with the accuracy of prediction significantly greater for the

ol-der child.ren. Actuaf span also increased with age across the four

grade l-evels- The ofder children were al-so better able to assess when

they had memorized the l-ists wel-l- enough to recaLf them perfectly. I^tith
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respect to study period. behavior, the younger children were much more

apt to simply name the stimuli, while the o1d.er children made far more

use of anticipation, rehearsal and. gestures, as well as combinations of

these behaviors. Naming by the younger children was not al-wavs associa-

ted with higher recall scores, but those younger children that did make

use of anticipation and/or rehearsal did exhibit more accurate recal-].

The presence or absence of the e><perimenter had no effect upon the study

behavior or recall scores of any of the subjects.

It would appear that nursery school- children do not produce oveLt

verbal-izations as an aid in memory tasks. Locke and Fehr (1g7O) studied

for:r and five year olds in an attempt to discover \dhether children this

young would spontaneously verbal-ize in memory tasks. The stimul-i used

in this ex?eriment were 15 pictures whose labels, when spoken, contained

at l-east one labial phoneme (/p/, /b/, /n/, /f/, /v/) and 15 whose la-

bel-s did not. Each trial consisted of three stides presented one at a

time at 4 sec inLervals, followed by a 12 sec deray. The subjects were

instructed to wait for a red light to appear before recalling the sl-ides.

This delay \das referred to as the rehearsar period, although subjects

Ttere not given any instructions to rehearse. Electrod.es \¡rere placed on

the subjectsl lower Iip and chin, and oral activity was monitered by

electromyography (EMG). In add.ition, a sma]l- microphone \^/as attached to

the subjects' clothing just below the chin. All audibl-e activitv was

recorded. at a high level by a tape recorder-

Means based on the maximum peaks from each subject's EMG tracings

were analyzeð, Lo determine if oral activity was actually speech, and. when
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in the e>periment this activity occurred. Audible articulatory activity

was infrequentr but fabial-nonlabial- differences indicated that these

chil-dren did covertly name the pictures during their presentation but

not during the period provid.ed for rehearsal-. This study lends support

to the position that young children spontaneousl-y produce verbal- nanes

for familiar stimuli, but that they do not make use of this naming be-

havior in the absence of the stimul-i, to aid recal-I.

Kingsley and. Hagen (1969) tested the hypothesis that, in a serial--

order short-term memory task, cumulative rehearsal of the labels would.

facil-itate recall on early serial items, and that overt naming woul-d

facilitate recafl on the last serial item. Nursery schoof children were

used as subjects, because they wou1d. not be Iikely to spontaneousfy re-

hearse or label- the stimuli. Overt versus covert naming, and spontane-

ous versus induced rehearsal were the two variables manipulated. The

children were divided into four e>çerimental groups: (a) covert 1abe1s,

spontaneous rehearsal - in which l-ho qrrlrìant.c r^rara air¡on'l¡ho1c for the

stimuli and instructed to say them subvocally; (b) overt labefs, spon-

taneous rehearsal - in which the subjects were given l-abels and in-

structed to use them overtly; (c) overt fabel-s, induced rehearsal - in

which subjects were given lal:efs, to1d. to pronounce them aloud, and also

cumufatively rehearse, in the correct order, all of the cards previously

presented to them for that trial; and (d) a no l-abel control group. It

was predicted that the overt fabels, induced rehearsal group would per-

form better than the overt labels, spontaneous rehearsal- group, who in

turn would perform better than the covert label-s, spontaneous rehearsal



group. All three groups Trere e><lcected to

Six nonsense figures \¡/ere used as the test

e>rjposed one at a time and then turned face

cal to one of the five was then shown, and

to turn over the correct test card.

be superior to the control_.

stimuli.' Five cards were

down. A probe card identi-

the subjecÈs were required

The results indicated that primacy and recency effects did vary as

a function of e>rperimentaf treatments, in that: (a) ïecency performance

r^¡as facil-itated by overt naming; (b) performance on intermediate and

earry serial- positions was facilitated Trv crrmrrl-¿tive rehearsar; (c) sim-

ple possession of l-abels was not sufficient to increase primacy recall

in the absence of naming or rehearsal, since those in the spontaneous

rehearsaf group did no bett.er on primacy than those in the control

group; and (d) spontaneous use of a rehearsal_ strategy was not wide-

spread among nursery school and kindergarten chil_dren. This study sup-

ported the view that cumul-ative rehearsal and simple naming increase the

accuracy of recall_.

Hagen, Hargrave and Ross (1973) tested younger (prekindergarten and

kindergarten) and ol-der (first and second grade) children on a picture

position probe task that investigated the effect of prompted rehearsal

on memory retention. AII chil-dren were randomly assigned to either a

rehearsal--prompt or a rehearsal-no prompt condition, and the stimuri

\..¡ere presented in the same manner as in the Kingsley and. Hagen (1969)

study. Each subject received three blocks of triafs. The first block

served as a control- condition and no reheaisal instructions were qiven.

fn the second block, al-l children received cumul-ative rehearsal- instruc-
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tions, but harf the subjects were prompted if they forgot to name the

stimufi or named them out of orderr êr¡d the other half were not. A week

fater the third bfock of trials, which replicated the control- block, was

qiven.

Irihen performance on trial- bl-ock one and trial b]ock L\do were com-

pared, results indicated that the older group performed significantly

better than the younger group. Recall- by the younger subjects in the

rehearsal-prompt condition improved on the second trial block, but no

Ímprovement was found for the subjects in the other condition. Recall-

scores for the third tria] block reveal-ed no improvement resul-ting from

the rehearsal training on trial bl-ock two. These authors concluded that

the younger chil-dren r^/ere not capab]e of using rehearsal- unless prompt.-

ing was provided, and hence fail-ed to show improved. performance on trial

bl-ock three- Since the ol-der subjects spontaneously used rehearsal stra-

tegies, their performance was superior to the youngeï chil-dren and less

inffuenced by the rehearsal instructions.

Naus, Ornstein and Aivano (j977) belíeved that developmental dif_

ferences in rehearsal content, rather tha¡ rehearsel frpcrranor¡ affect

recall performance, and they designed a study that investigated. the ef-

fects of processing time and rehearsal training upon recal-l-. presentation

rate (processing time) and rehearsal instructions were the variabl-es man-

ipulated. Third and sixth grade chil-dren were divided into fast (5 sec

per item) and sl-ow (10 sec per item) presentation groups, and these

groups were further assigned. to spontaneous coverL control, spontaneous

overt, and instructed overt rehearsal conditions. The spontaneous overt
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control group was sinLilar to stand.ard free recall, the spontaneous overt

rehearsal su-bjects were instructed to rehearse a]oud as they normally

woufd to themselves, and the instructed. overt rehearsal subiects were

told to rehearse al-oud the presented word with any other two words from

the list - cumulative rehearsal. Stimuli were 18 unrelated words¡ pr€-

sented in four triats.

Rehearsal- d.ata from the two spontaneous groups ind.icated that. third

grade girls made use of longer processing time to increase rehearsal ac-

tivity, which in turn served to increase their recall. Third qrade bovs

and sixth grade girls and boys did not show this effect. Neither third

grade nor sixth grade chil-dren in the instructed rehearsal condition had

higher recall scores than subjects in the spontaneous rehearsal condi-

tions. The sixth grad.e chil-dren did exhibit superior recall scores over

third grade children, with the exception of the third srîade qirl-s at the

10 sec presentation rate. Support for the direct rel-ationship bet\,ieen

rehearsal content and recall- was supplied only by the third grade girÌs

in the 10 sec condition.

Further research into the question of developmental differences in

rehearsar activity was conducted by weist and crawford (1977). These

authors carried out a study with chil-dren from grades one, three, and

five for the purpose of evaluating the development of organization stra-

tegies in rehearsal processes. The children \,vere randomly assigned to

one of four e><perimental- groups: (a) free rehearsal-, free recalr, in

which the chifdrên urêrê nomì ++ed to rehearse and recaf l- the words in

any ordert (b) free rehearsal, cued recal-l-, where they could rehearse the
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words in any order but had to recaLl them in categories; (c) cued re_

hearsal, free recaÌl, where they were required to rehearse the words j_n

categories but could reca]l them in any order; and (d) cued rehears¡l -

cued recal], where they were required to both rehearse and recalf the

words in categories. Test items \dere a rist of. 24 pictures, arranged

into six categories and e>çosed in random order.

Results from this study revealed that organized rehearsal and. the

amor:¡t of recalf both covaried. with age. At al-l- l-evers, performance

improved when the children were taught to categorize during rehearsal,

and even the youngest children were abl-e to make use of organized re=

hearsal- when it was cued. rtem-by-item anal_ysis of first grade data

produced significant correlations between the number of repetj-tions and

the probability of reca]I; sigarificant correlations were not for:nd for
the oLder subjects. rt seems, that at l-east for the younger children,

the quantity of rehearsal was linked to retention-

Al1ik and Siegel (1976) investigated the use of the cumulative.re-

hearsar Èechnique with nursery school, kind.ergarten, first, third, and

fifth grade chil-dren. The task was a position probe memory test (simi-

lar to that used by Kingsley and Hagen ' 1969) ¡ and no rehearsal instruc-
tions were given to any of the subjects. After the completion of the

test, subjects were divided into rehearsers and nonrehearsers on the

basis of an inquiry into how each child had remembered the correct po-

sition of the probed picture. The authors only placed chil-dren in the

ro}ro¡rcorñf^11ñì€+.|.^-'^--.^^--:l^.--^î1.!ç¡¡s@!Þs¿ gruu.t, rr Eney gave evrdence of having used a cumulative re-

hearsal- strategy. Despite the fact that other chitrilren indicated that
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they had used naming or repetitive naming as an aid in remembering, these

children were label-ed nonrehearsers.

It was díscovered that up to the first grade, children do not appear

to make use of cumulative rehearsal. In add.ition, it was revealed that

such a technique did not faciLitate overall performance at any grade

fevel-. Because of the manner in which these authors separated rehearsers

from nonrehearsers it is not correct to assume that cumulative rehearsal

had. no effect as a memory aid, only that when compared to other forms of

rehearsal-, it did not prove to be superior.

Studies with the mentally retarded have also supported the position

that instructed rehearsal- strategies improve recall- performance. Kel1as,

Ashcraft and Johnson (1973) conducted a study with mi]dly retarded ado_

Lescents on two serial recafl tasks with famil_iar ojr_-irrres- Tn the first

e>çeriment, subjects were randomly divided into one of four conditions:

(a) overt rehearsaf, free recall; (b) overt rehearsal, seriaÌ recall;

(c) coverL rehearsal, free recalL; and (d) covert rehearsal, serial re-

cal-l-. All subjects received typical instructions for either free or

serial recall, and those in the overt rehearsal condition were instructed

to rehearse the items in any fashion, as long as they did it al_oud the

entire time the item was visibl-e. Subjects in the covert rehearsal con-

dition did not receive any special- instructions.

A Èypical serial position curve with both primacy and recency ef-

fects was produced by all groups, with covert rehearsal resulting in high-

er primacy than recency, and overt rehearsal producing the opposite ef-
t^^! 1-^l--^:^ ^c ^--^--recc. Anal-ysl-s of overt rehearsal- data indicated that overall, the level
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of rehearsal was rerativery 1ow, and that these subjects tended to re-
strict their information processing to simple naming of the items.

These authors then conducted a second e><lceriment in which they in-
trod.uced an instructed rehearsal strnt-acv '¡1.,e four e>qcerimental groups

in this study \,vere: (a) overt, cumulative instructions; (b) overr, no

instructions; (c) covert, cumulative instructions; and. (d) covert, no

instructions- cumulative rehearsal was trained by having the subjects

"shado\,r" the experimenter's overt rehearsal, until they courd produce

such rehearsal behavior on their own. overt subjects did this aloud and

covert subjects rehearsed silentl-y. Subjects in both the overt and co-

vert no instructions conditions were given rehearsal instructions simi-
rar to overt and covert free recal-f in the first experiment.

Again the typicaf seriar position curve was produced by all groups.

Cumulative instruction groups showed superior performa¡ce in that they

reached criterion in fewer triats than the noninstructed groups. Analy-

sis of the overt groupst performance indicated that the cumulative re-
hearsal group were indeed using a rehearsal set of up to 7 of the 9

items, while the noninstructed group simply named each item as it was

presented.

A post hoc d.ecision was made to retest all groups two weeks later,

with only seJ-f pacing and free recall instructions. No rehearsal in-
structions were given prior to this retest. Results indicated that sub-

jects in the original cumulative rehearsal conditions continued to use

this strategy, a¡rd their recall- performance was superior to that of the

subjects in the àoninstructed. conditions.
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Brown, Campione and Murphy (1g74) conducted a similar study with

mildly retard.ed adolescents (mean chronological age.= .l 5.7 years, and

mean mental age = 7-9 years) in which the subjects were shown 16 items,
four at a time- one of the items was then probeil , and the sub-iect-s harl

to rememlf,er where it had appeared on a display panel. Harf the subjects
had previously taken part in a simiLar experiment and had been trained.
to cumulatively rehearse the first three items and ,,Just tïy to remem-

ber" the fourth' The other half of the subjects received no rehearsal
training"

The resur-ts indicated that the rehearsar group perfoimed si_qnifi_
cantly better than the no rehearsal group. The same task was given Èo

all subjects six months later as a generar-ization test, and it was d.ì s_

covered that eight of the ten rehearsal trained subjects had maj-ntained

the rehearsal strategy, even though they only received instructions to
remember the stimuli, not the rehearsal technique. rn contrast to the

Hagen, Hargrave and Ross (1973) study¡ in which preschool children faif-
ed to show improved memory performance following rehearsal training,
this study demonstrates that intensive training can result in lono-tom
retention of a rehearsar strategy in older retarded children.

Tt has also been shown that rehearsal- training can improve the re-
ca]l of deaf individuals. Belmont, Karchmer and pilkonis (1976) com-

pared congenitally deaf high school seniors (median age - 1g years) with
normal hearing subjects (median age - 20 years) on a serf-paced position
probe task with consonant letters. The deaf subjects received four test-
ing sessions, divided so that there r^ras a four to six hour interval be-
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t\'¡een sessions one aJ-Id twoi three weeks between sessions two and three;
and one week between sessions three and four. rn the first half of
session one, subjects were given six letter lists a¡d no rehearsal in-
structions- Following this, they were instructed in the use of a three-
three cumul-ative rehearsal technique. This strategy invorved finger-
sperling the first three test retters as a group, then the l-ast three

l-etters in the sane \.ùay. session two dupricated the second harf of
session one. The third session consisted of more trial-s under three-
three instructions, foll-owed by seven l-etter l-ists which were rehearsed

in a four-three pattern. session four stressed rapid, accurate recall,
and subjects I¡/ere given practice lists of seven l-etters, followed by six
IeLter test lists. The hearing subjects only received two sessions. rn

the first session they were tested \^rithout rehearsaf instructions and.

then.trained on both three-three and three-four rehearsal- strategies, in
which they said the l-etters aloud.. Their second session duplicated the

deaf subjects' fourth session.

Resul-ts indicated that instructed. rehearsal- strategies produced

gains in primary memory, as indicated by rapid recall of ter¡n-inaÌ items,

and gains in secondary memory, as Índicated by improved. recalL of early
ìJ-omq Al+harrnl' +La Ì,^^-.i..^ ^.-Li^-!- 1!Lçtt,Ð. ãrurruuvrl the hearing subjectsl recall- speed and accuracy were

superior to that of the deaf when compared across all conditionsr r€-

hearsar training for the deaf caused them.to achieve and maintain a

level of recafl speed and accuracy very cfose to the hearing group's per-

formance in the no rehearsal_ instructions condition:

Contrary to this finding however, are those of I'tacDouqa]l and.
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Rabinovitch (1911) who conducted a study that compared oral deaf children
(mean age - 12 years, 5 months), manuaf deaf child.ren (mean age = 14

years, '1 month), and normar- hearing chirdren (mean age = 1i years, 0

months) on a paired associates recognition task. Hal-f the subiects in
each of the three groups were instructed to rehearse the stimuLi durinq
the first set of test fists and the other half were instructed to re-
hearse during the second set of fists. Rehearsaf consisted of naminq

the items as they were presented, either verbaIly, for the hearinq sub-
jects and oral deaf subjects, or in sign languag.e, for the manuaf d.eaf

subj ects.

The results \,rere surprising, in that no difference in the perfor_

mance between deaf and hearing subjects was found. îhe majority of
memory studies that compare deaf and hearing subjects have rimited them-

selves to tests of recall, and have consistently found evidence pointinq

to a memory deficit on the part of the deaf. MacDougal1 and Rabinovitch

postulated that the typicar memory deficit of the deaf appries to recal-L

but not recognition. The absence of a rehearsal effect \Á¡as a second. un-

expected result. These authors suggest that perhaps the nonverbafization
groups were covertly rehearsing in the same fashion as the overt re-
hearsers.

ït appears evident from this survey of the riterature, that both

spontaneous and induced rehearsal during memory tasks facilitates recalf
performance- Spontaneous rehearsal seldom occurs in very young children,
deaf, or retarded individuals, but rehearsal techniques can be taught to
such subjects, resul-ting in immediate gains ín recall. That very young
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children must be prompted to continue using rehearsar_ strategies con-

trasts with Lhe €i-,r'i-¡ rL^r *^tarded individuals mâintained rehearsal
behavior six months after training. Developmental- differences have been

shown to occur both in the amou¡t of spontaneous rehearsal and in the

complexity of the strategy. Younger children tend to use naming strate-
gies when they rehearse and ol-der children tend to use cumulative re-
hearsal. Serial position effects (primacy and recency) appear to be in_
fluenced by the type of strategy empJ-oyed, with retention of earlv items

in a seriaL l-ist enhanced by cumuì-ative rehearsaL whereas a naming stra-
tegy enhances recal_l_ of the l-ast items in a l-ist.

Memory Processing in the Deaf.

VJi t-Ìr ra chôô{- +n ¡aã.iYr!Lr¡ tsèvçuL LQ coo]-ng mecha¡risms invol-ved in short-term memory,

past studies have l-ed to an agreement that with simple verbal material,
the predominant storage mode depends upon acoustic coding in hearinq sub-

jects (Conrad, 1962, 1964¡ Sperling, 1963) but not in the deaf (Conrad,

1970¡ Conrad & Rush, 1965¡ Hoemann, Andrews & DeRosa, 1974; Wa]l_ace ç

corbal-Iis 
' 1973). Even when material is visualry presenteil, errors tend

to be acoustically similar to the correct item for hearing subjects (Con-

rad, 1964)- Although deaf children do make consistent errors, they are

not acoustic, and may be based on visual shape or manual sign cues (Con-

rad, 1972¡ Hintzman, 1965). This finding v¡as supported by VJallace and

corball-is (1913), who foi¡¡d. that al-though the deaf are deprived of nor-

mal auditory encoding mechanisms, and to some extent are deficient in

articulatory and linguistic skil-l-s, they appear to compensate for these
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deficiencies by developing alternare memory codes.

As to whether deaf chir-dren encode categoricalry in short-cerm
memory as do hearing chirdren, Hoemann, Andrews and DeRos a (1974) found
that they do. They noted no significant differences between deaf and

hearing subjects and concl-uded that the deaf child,s memory on picture
tasks is functionally similar to that of hearing chird.ren. This indica-
ted that the central cognitive processes in deaf subjects can f'nction
effectively, without acoustic mediators. These authors a]so for:nd. that
both the d.eaf and the hearing encode information rer_ating to the dis-
tinctive features of linguistic stimuli: formational parameters of signs
(kinesthetic) in the deaf, and phonological cues (auditory) for the hear_
ing"

rt was noted by sperling (1963) that, in addition to an audÍtorv
code, hearing subjects can ar-so make use of semantic cues as a means of
verbaL mediation. Moulton and Beasley t1g75) investigated whether the

manual deaf use a ma¡rual- coding system excl-usively, or whether semantic

relationships might also be invol-ved. Deaf subjects were shown four
different lists of word pairs, arranged so that: in List 1, the words

shared the same meaning and sign; in LisL 2, the words had the same

meaning but a different sign; List 3 contained words with the same sign
but a different meaning; and List 4 was a contror-, the words havinq both

a different meaning and a different sign. The results indicated that
although semantic coding was primary, sign formation retati<¡nships were

used. as a coding system afmost as efficientry. Absol-utery no auditory

coding strategies l{ere observed.. These authors concfuded that it is pos-
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sibl-e that the deaf may be capable of switching codes and that the system

they choose to use varies with varying communicatioh situations_

Conclusions

Since rehearsal has been shown to be an effective technique in im-

proving memory performance in hearing children, there j-s no reason to be-

lieve that such a system should not work with the deaf - especiaJ-J-y since

it appears that they have essentially the sarne cognitive processes. The

fact that the deaf appear to code material kinesthetical-ly makes it clear
+l^^+ ^.i-- r^-----r'naE sl-gn language can be manipulated in the same \¡¡ay as verbal-ization,

and thus should be an ideal form of rehearsal-. Studies comparing deaf

and hearing children have agreed that performance of the deaf is usual-Lv

inferior, but few attempts have been made to remedv this situation. In-

structed sign language rehearsal appears to be the obvious sol-ution j_n

light. of the findings in this review.
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Stimufus Pictures
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chair
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PRACTICE LIST
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cookie
key
house
horse
watch
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LTST 6

boy
bus
fish
knife
scissors
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Tabl-e 7

Summary of the Analysis of Variance

of Number of Correct Responses per

Trial- Block on List 1

55. 25

5. 00

0.00

I-88

1RA

0 -42

1 ?n'

69"

E<-05

p <.001

Source of Variation

Age

Condition

Number of List.s

Àna V ña-À; +.i ^'^¿ÀYu r! uv¡¡u¿ LruI¡

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age X Condition X Number of Lists

Errnr

df F

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

24

42-49

3-85

n nn

1 .45

V. J¿

Trials

Trials

r! rofÞ

Trials

Trials

m-.i -1^IIfÕf5

Trial-s

Trial-s

Error

X Age

X Condition

X Number of Lists

X Age X Cond.ition

X Age X Number of Lists

X Condition X Number of Lists

X Age X Condition X Number of Lists

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

120

1.17 1.41

0.58 0-70

0.44 0.53

0-79 0-96

0. 69 0.84

1 Àat.+¿. J- l.l

0.44 0-53

0.38 0 :46

0.83
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Tab1e g

Sunmary of the Analysis of Variance

of Number of Correct Responses per

Serial position on List i l.

Source of Variation dfMSF

Serial Position 5 39.93 30.51 p < .001

Serial Position X Age 5 0.52 0.40

Serial Position X Condition S 2.73 2.Og

Serial Position X Number of Lists 5 0.30 0.23

SP X Age X Condition 5 0.45 0.35

SP X Age X Number of Lists 5 0.55 0.42

SP X Condition X Number of Lists 5 0.28 0.21

SP X Age X Condition X Number of Lists 5 0.g5 0.65

Error 120 .l . 3l

1- df, ¡'ls and F ratios for the between subjecÈs factors are

contained in TabLe 7.
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Table 9

Summary of the Analysis of Variance

Trial Block in the Training

of Number of Correct Responses per

Phase of the Second Session

Source of Variation

Age

Condition

Number of Lists

Age X Condition

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age.X Condition X Number of Lists

Error

df

I

1

I

I

I

1

24

2

2

2

2

2

2

a

2

48

MS

3 -37 2.88

18.37 15.66

5.04 4.30

0 .17 0 .14

f .f,u l.¿ó

1 .50 1 .28

1.04 0.89

l.t I

u.f,t t.¿v

l.¿¿ z.öó

0.78 1 .84

0.01 0.02

u.5¿ u. /o

0. 09 0 .22

2.28 5.39

0.95 2.24

0.42

<.001

( .os

B(-ot

F

P

P

lrl_aIS

Trials X

Trials X

'r'rl-a.Ls À

'1rl-a-LS x

t'rrars x

'L'rrars i(

Trials X

Error

Age

Condition

Number of Lists

Age X Condition

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age X Condition X Number of Lists



Table i0

Summary of the AnaÌysis of Variance
of Number of Correct Responses per

Serial position in the Training phase

of the Second Session 1.

Source of Variation

Serial- Position 5 12-56 jg.o7 p < .00j
Serial Position X Age S 1.24 1.78
Serial- Position X Condition 5 0.79 .t .l3
Serial_ position X Number of Lists 5 0-g2 j.jg
SP X Age X Condition S 0.71 1.02

SP X Age X Number of Lists S 0.27 3.40
SP X Condition X Nurnber of Lists 5 0.22 0.32
SP X Age X Condition X Number of Lists 5 0.37 0.53
Frrnr

120 0.69

1' dfrMs and F ratios for the between su-bjects factors are

contained in Tabl_e 9.

dfMSF



Tabfe I l

Summary of the Analysis of Variance

of Number of Correct Responses per

Trial_ Bl_ock on List 5

df MS I''
Source of Variation

Age

Condition

Number of Lists

Age X Condition

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age X Condition X Number of Lists

Error

J.'rlaIS

Trial-s X Age

Trials X Condition

Trials X Number of Lists

TrialsXAgeXCondition

Trials X Age X Number of Lists

Trials X Condition X Nunber of Lists

Trials X Age X Condition X Number of Lists

Error

1 5.04

I tó.5t

1 0.67

1 0.00

1 0.04

1 n?'7

1 0.67

24 1 .03

2 0.37

2 3.04

2 0.12

2 1.04

2 0.12

2 0.04

2 1.12

2 n)a

48 0.37

A R7 ¡J nc,{ \'""
17.76 p <.001

u.b4

0.00

0. 04

U.-JO

0.64

1 .02

8.26 P ( .oot

0 .34

0. 34

0.11

3.06

0.79
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Table 12

Summary of the Anal_ysis of Varia¡ce
of Number of Correct Responses per

Serial- position on List 5 l -

df MS
Source of Variation

Serial_ Position

Serial position X Age

SeriaI position X Condition

Serial- position X Number of Lists

SPXAgeXCondition

SP X Age X Number of Lists

SP X Condition X Number of Lists

SP X Age X Condition X Number of Lists

Error

5

q

5

5

5

5

5

5

120

9.89

0-83

u.o/

0. 34

0. 66

0. 56

0.25

0. 17

o-57

17.17

1 .45

1.17

0. 60

0.97

u.45

0.30

P (.001

1. df, MS and F

contained in

ratios for the

Table 11.

betr,reen subjects factors are



Tab]e 1 3

Summary of the Anal_ysis of Variance

of Number of Correct Responses per

Trial Bfock on List 6

Æt Me

I th

2e.08 p <.001

)ñ1

0.93

u.lo

Source of Vari-ation

Age

Condition

Number of Lists

Age X Condition

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age X Condítion X Number of Lists

Error

F

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

¿+

47.00

3.25

¿¿ . Jö

t.f,u

0.25

J. IJU

t.oz

Trial s

Trials X

Tria1s X

Tria1s X

Trials X

Trials X

Trial-s X

Trials X

Error

Age

Condition

Number of Lists

Age X Condition

Age X Number of Lists

Condition X Number of Lists

Age X Condition X Number of Lists

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

120

1.13 1.32

1.60 1.88

0.25 0.30

0.55 0.65

1 .55 1 .82

r.JJ t.f,o

0 .25 0.30

0.12 0 -14

0 .85
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Table 14

Summary of the Analysis of Varia¡ce

of Number of Correct Responses per

Serial Position on list 6 
'l '

Source of Variation

Serial- Position 5 40.42 4g-Zg p (.00r
Serial- Position X Age 5 j.19 1.42

Serial Position X Condition S 6.14 7-34 p(.001
Serial Position X Number of Liscs 5 O.42 0.50

SP X Age X Condition 5 0.84 j.01

SP X Age X Number of Lists 5 O.-tA 0.g9

SP X Condition X Number of Lists S 0.47 0.56

SP X Age X Condition X Number of Lists 5 O.5g O-70

Error 120 0. 94

1. df , I{s and f ratios for the between subjecÈs fact.ors are

contained in Tabl_e .l3.

df I{S F
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